ENGAGING FANS
IN UNCERTAIN
TIMES
Digital ideas and strategies to help guide
us through this turbulent period.

ADAPTING TO A
NEW SET OF CHALLENGES
Entertainment around the world has been paused due to a series of events we’ve not seen before.
Your audiences are still there, and they’ve never needed connection more than now.
There is an opportunity to share content that is relevant to fans to increase audience engagement
and generate positivity during this situation - and digital is the place to reach people.

591.4K
327K

CONNECT
WITH YOUR
AUDIENCE
AND DELIVER
VALUE TO
PARTNERS

1.5M

1M

76%

Uplift in social media engagement*

Making social media one of the best places to promote sports
related content and campaigns for brands.

50%

Increase in internet usage at home**

As a result of people working from home. That’s more time online, more screen
time and more chances of capturing their attention.

99%
Will increase online purchases if confined

*

It might not be the right time for an overt sales drive, but the audience is
open for business.

NB sources: * Influencer Agency “Obvious.ly & IZEA”. **Vodafone UK. ^ Greenroom Business Intelligence System
– com paring 4 key digital m arketing pillars from partnership perform ance Vs industry average perform ance.

BRANDS ARE SEEING
POSITIVE RESPONSES
Through

we have a live view of how positively fans are reacting to
activations during this period.

1-8TH MARCH

9-15TH MARCH

5%

8%

18%

68%

Below is some performance metrics from campaigns delivered over the past month,
culminating in a weekend where there was no live sport and ‘lock-downs’ in place.

16-20TH MARCH

21ST MARCH

68% of ALL campaign engagement

was generated in ONE DAY, which happened to be on the first weekend where
there was no live sport – the audience wants to be engaged^.

20,000 new insights

Fans were surveyed during this period where there was no live sport to
attend, with 65% representing as ’Super Fans’, providing us with
information on what content will keep them engaged^.

1.79x

2.83x

The index we measure performance of partnership campaigns Vs
industry average has increased dramatically in the past month –
demonstrating where the value lies^.
Time to unlock the power of partnerships and drive marketing
efficiencies.
NB sources: ^ Greenroom Business Intelligence System – com paring 4 key digital m arketing pillars from partnership perform ance Vs industry average perform ance.

With the fate of at-game
attendance unknown, there is
an opportunity to utilise
digital assets to build
relations with fans.
People want to be connected
and entertained and need
some light relief.

Give sport deprived fans
what they want!

Create brand affinity, capture
valuable audience data and

insights.

And most importantly,
be the brand that brings some
positivity into people’s homes
and puts a smile on fans faces

again.

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN CONCEPTS
SPEED TO MARKET OPTIONS
Digital campaigns give you an opportunity to hit the market quickly and
connect with your audience. Through engaging fan campaigns, you can
enhance their experience as a fan while they are without sport, using relevant
content to engage them, until the time is right when they can be
commercialised and turned into a customer.

Voting Platforms
Featuring video highlight previews
giving fans the chance to vote and win
for their favourite moment, plays,
players etc.

Quiz Trivia Game
Engaging quizzes that put fans’
knowledge to the test and encourage
friendly competition for fans to invite
their friends to play through a social
sharing mechanic.

Iconic Moments
Utilising archival footage, fans get to
vote and decide on the most iconic
moment of the decade with a chance
to win merchandise or products.

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN CONCEPTS (cont)
eSports for engagement
We’ve seen players broadcast games via
Twitch to replace scheduled fixtures.
We’ve had clubs create entirely new
leagues. This is an easy way to connect
fans with the players again.

Fan Viewing Parties
Working with club partners to stay in
touch with fans, by hosting digital fan
viewing parties with unique and
exclusive content.

Virtual Races and Training
Encourage people to stay active
during social distancing by creating
virtual races and training, riding
against the best and being led by
athletes and trainers.

Interactive Games
Use simple, mobile first, highly
engaging and shareable games to
assist in retention of fans by
bettering their score. There are
plenty of existing games out there
to explore.

HOW TO BUILD ENGAGEMENT
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Phase 1

Engage and support fans in difficult time

PROMOTE CAMPAIGN
CAPTURE FAN DATA
OR CONTENT VIA SOCIAL THROUGH INTERACTIVE
AND EMAIL CHANNELS
CAMPAIGN
Promote campaigns across
owned social channels,
partnership channels (when/if
available) and
to current database.

Develop interactive partnership
campaign, using partnership
entitlements as incentive to
sign up.

ENRICH DATA THROUGH
POST ENTRY SURVEY
Find out more about each fan that
enters the campaign to
understand the audience, tailor
communication and identify
prospects.

NURTURE
AND ENGAGE
Continue to nurture and engage
fans across brands owned
channels,
with relevant content and
very soft retail focus.

Phase 2

Identify prospects and drive commercial growth

IDENTIFY
PROSPECTS
Use marketing automation
tracking to identify prospects who
are engaging with the brands
platforms.

RETARGET
AND ENGAGE

CONVERT
PROSPECTS

Target prospects with relevant
retail messaging across brands
channels.

Drive fans to conversion, tracking
browsing behaviour to purchase or by
sales wash to attribute sale to
partnership.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
AND LEARNINGS

Think differently and be prepared
to move first. People want to feel
connected and entertained.

Fans are still there, ready to be engaged.
Building a database will help safeguard
you against uncertain external forces
and ensure you can connect.

Be well positioned for when normal

business is restored by thinking creatively
now to address these unique challenges.

TIME TO CONNECT WITH YOUR AUDIENCE
Shift your focus from physical experiences, to digital.
Think about how you can start leveraging digital rights.
Grow databases through new initiatives to safeguard against uncertainty.

CONTACT:
https://greenroom.digital/
info@greenroom.digital

